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                                   REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

     THE   HANSARD 

                                                            Thursday, 3rd May 2018 

                                  The House met at 2.30 p.m. 

{Hon. Deputy Speaker (Hon. Mohamed Abass) in the chair} 

Prayers 

Motion and Bills 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Order! Order hon members lets have orders we were supposed to have 

this finance bills be read in this house today for the second time. I will ask the chairperson to 

move on and read the bill for the second time. 

Hon. Mohamed Siyat:  Thank you Mr. Speaker, on behalf of members of finance and economic 

planning committee and pursuant to section 132 and 133 of the public finance management 

act.2012 it’s my pleasure to present to this house the committee report on the 2017/2018 finance 

bill for the county government. Submitted to the county assembly as required by law. 

Mr. Speaker, the finance bill for the 2017/2018 sets out to introduce amendments to various tax 

and other related laws to achieve optimality in revenue system. Clearly the proposed 

amendments therein seek to complement the broad policies outlined in the annual development 

plan for the county fiscal and the county fiscal strategy paper such as: 

o Facilitating private sector for the realization of growth and development. 

o Investing in people and supporting rural development 

o Promoting equity and fairness in the tax system  

o Strengthening financial sector stability for growth and employment 
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Mr. Speaker sir, this committee derives its mandate from standing order 191. Standing order 

191(5) details the functions of the finance and economic planning committee. It states the 

function of the committee shall be to. 

o Investigate, inquire into and report on all matters related to the mandate management, 

activities, administration operation and estimate assigned to the finance and economic 

planning department. 

o Study the programme and policy objectives of the departments and the effectiveness of 

the implementations. 

o Study and review all county legislation referred to it. 

o  Study, asses and analyze the relative success of the department as measured by the 

results obtained as compared with their state objectives. 

o Investigate and inquire into all matters relating to the assigned department as they deem 

necessary and as may be referred to them by the county assembly. 

o Make reports and recommendation to the county assembly as often as possible including 

recommendation of the proposed legislation. 

Mr. Speaker sir, the members of this committee comprises of the following: 

o Hon. Mohamed Siyad Ahmed   chairman 

o Hon. Farah Maow     vice chair 

o Hon. Ayan Mohamed     member 

o Hon. Farah Barqadle     member 

o Hon. Fatuma Abdi      member 

o Hon. Mohamedweli Guhad    member 

o Hon. Ali Abdullahi     member 

o Hon. Mahat Osman     member 

o Hon. Mohamed Ali Sheikh    member 

o Hon. Kassim Dakane     member 

o Hon. Hussein Ahmed     member 

o Hon. Mohamud Aden     member 
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o Hon. Rukia Mohamed     member 

This committee is grateful to the offices of the speaker and the clerk for the support extended to 

the committee in the execution of its mandate. We are also grateful to CEC members and 

technical team for clarifying some pertinent issues. 

I also take this opportunity to thank all hon. members for their patience unwavering sacrifice and 

commitment to public service which enabled the committee to complete this important task. 

Mr. Speaker sir, it’s now my pleasant duty and privilege on behalf of the finance and economic 

planning committee to present to the county assembly the report of the committee on finance Bill 

2017/2018 for debate and adoption thank you. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Yes the clerk to go on with the proceeding   

Clerk: second reading finance bill Garissa county assembly bill number two 2018 that the 

Garissa county bill finance bill 2018 be read for the second time. 

Hon. Deputy speaker: Hon members I think the bill has been read for the second time and 

usually when a bill is read for the second time its procedural that the house collapse into 

committee of all house. When the speaker is around he is supposed to walk out and the chair of 

the whole house will take the lead and guide the house the sequence to be observed on the bill 

before we bring the mace down. So the sequence to be observed hon member as we go to 

committee of whole house is that according to standing order 124. In considering bill in 

committee the various parts therefore shall be considered in the following sequence. Clauses as 

printed excluding the clause providing for the citation of the bill, the commencement if any and 

interpretation, new clause schedule, interpretations, long titles the clause proving for the citation 

of the bill and the commencement. 

Hon members I think yesterday we have raised that the bill be distributed to members by this 

morning and am sure everybody has now we want to collapse into committee of whole house and 

the mace be dropped (lowered) sorry the mace is lowered not dropped so that we collapse to the 
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committee of the whole house   and then we go into details of the document. I will therefore as 

the speaker sit down here thank you so much. 

Hon members lets now move to the committee of whole house whereby we will go through the 

bill read word by word and understand it so that if any changes we go into the details of this 

document. Hon members I hope you must read this bill so we want to go into details before we 

bring the mace back if anybody has amendment to the bill you can always raise and mention. 

Hon. Members I just want to take you to the preempt of the day and it reads as this hon members 

the Garissa county finance bill 2017, arrangement of clauses, 

 Part one; preliminary, clauses number one short title and commencement, interpretation. 

Part two; taxes, trade licenses fees, rents, market fees, charges. 

Rates of properties, house rent, single business permit, stock auction and slaughter fees, 

agricultural products, building plan approval, royalties, outdoor advertisement, market fees, 

health fees and charges, traffic and parking fees, education and social facilities, sales of tender 

documents, water charges. 

Part three; payment to the county  

Part four; tax based, produces, royalties, outdoor advertisement, outstanding business permit, 

traffic and parking, offences by county staff. 

Hon members having gone through the preamble we were expected to have any edits its now our 

business to go into details of this document and put any amendments that you wish to have    and 

if you don’t have any amendment then we will go into the third reading. So hon. Gedow you 

have something to say so the clerk is writing any amendments you need to feed into the bill. 

Hon. Gedi Adow: Thank you Mr. Speaker I have not gone through but roughly if you go to 

preliminary that is page number two where it reads sub counties means areas comprising of Fafi, 

Dadaab, Hulugho, Balambala and Ijara. Township is missing so we need to insert township. 
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{Which page} 

Hon. Deputy speaker: It’s in page two hon. Gedi is sighting where its reading sub counties 

means  areas comprising of Fafi, Dadaab, Lagdera, Hulugho, Balambala and Ijara sub counties 

and township sub county is missing. 

Hon. Gedi Adow: If I take you to page 13 of this bill where its reading institutional mosque or 

church levies of mosques and storage premises 5,000, single storage 10,000 and multi storage 

15,000 I don’t see the essence of county charging religious institutions so we should scrub this 

fees, another page can I continue…… 

Hon. Deputy speaker: Hon. Gedi  am being advised that you have proposed an amendment and 

that amendment need to be put a question so that we move on to the next amendment. So any 

amendment that goes into this document must be put a question. On page number two you said 

sub counties means areas comprising of Fafi, Dadaab, Lagdera, Hulugho, Balambala and Ijara 

Sub Counties. The member is suggesting that we include Garissa Township Sub County 

(question put and agreed to). 

Second amendment, you are suggesting page number 13 we have institutional levies whether 

they are supposed to be charged mosques and churches, storage premises single storage, multi 

storage. So institutional what do you mean by that hon. Gedi? 

Hon. Gedi: I understand that this are places of worship whereby if you want to build a mosques 

you need to pay some levies to the county. I think the mosque has no income other than the 

income of well-wishers and the worshipers so we don’t know where that money is coming from 

because most of the imams are discharging their duties for free of charge so we scrub that fees it 

will not add any value Mr. speaker. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Yes hon. Majority leader. 

Hon. Mahat Osman: Thank you Mr. Speaker I think even the mosques and church need a 

building plan from the county and therefore to develop a building plan there are some cost that 

are involve they also need very essential services like the sewer line and other things so we may 
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give them some percentage lower but we cannot waiver them all inclusively. I think they must 

also pay some money. These are the estimates this county has been using before and it’s not a 

new document it was there even the municipal council this rates was there thank you. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: thank you yes member for Dadaab  

Hon. Mohamed Abdi Farah: thank you Mr. speaker on the same note I just want to say that in 

the matter of the most un religious sites for construction as said by the majority leader  I want to 

echo my sentiments that there is need why because we are in a country were 80% religious 

practice Christianity but never the less at the same time Mr. speaker even Saudi Arabia which is 

90% Muslim were paying levies on the electricity bills water and all government services and for 

that reason if we don’t give out charges in this institutions you may see mosque and churches 

developed haphazardly and so that we may have restricted manner of engaging the religious 

structures thank you therefore I say I support that this charges be included thank you  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable Gedi  

Hon. Gedi Adow: Mr. speaker I have no issue with that majority support and I dropped my 

amendments’ forth with let me continue Mr. speaker with further amendments Mr. speaker to 

this bill if you go to page five  you said all payment made to the county shall be through KCB 

account number 114076025v or MPESA business number 292091118 I want to insert the word 

all payments made to the county shall be only  the word only because it is a vacuum people can 

create more county you know if you are not careful Revenue clerks can form their own accounts 

so you say all payment made to the county Shall be only the word only that is my amendments  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: ok handover member I don’t know what deference it will bring if you 

just quote the exact account number and there is no any other account number like this in Kenya 

Commercial Bank if you put only or you put the account number to me it look the same because 

the account number is unique in the bank and it cannot be duplicated  
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Hon. Gedi Adow: you can say all payments made to the county shall be only and you know you 

said shall be through you know there might be several accounts in deferent KCB accounts Mr. 

Speaker  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: but what they have said is through account number you see there is no 

any other account in KCB is only this one so I don’t know whether we are communicating 

maybe is a language issue so if you say only it just means the same because there is no any other 

account in KCB because the account is so unique.  

Hon. Gedi Adow: Mr. Speaker if I continue on page number 19 are you their?  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: yes go ahead.  

Hon. Gedi Adow: we have higher of studier sports ground political rally religious local national 

international per day 30, 000 I think it should be very explicit because we have got international 

days like we have got international day for parsons living with disabilities who cannot pay 

30,000 instead it should be very explicit and say international day for parsons living with 

disabilities not to pay anything or rather to pay 300 instead of the 30,000  it is a matter of 

concern Mr. speaker because it is going to affect them and it is going to cap their sporting 

activities Mr. speaker every year on third of December we have so we need to be very explicit 

with that.  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: So they have said Political rally, local, National religious and 

international so is there a religious day specific for people with disabilities.  

Hon. Gedi Adow: you k now international day is a day to mark it is called you and disability 

day  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: But they are saying it is only religious functions the sub topic is 

religious so religious functions for local national and international 

Hon. Gedi Adow: I thing we are reading from different script  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Where are we reading honorable member  
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Hon. Gedi Adow: 19 higher of studier / sports ground  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: let me read for you what you just said higher of studier/ sports ground 

standing charges political rallies 30, 000   religious I don’t know whether you are talking about 

political rallies for only the disabilities but then we have religious gatherings I thing the meaning 

of this is religious gathering  

Hon. Gedi Adow: Mr. Speaker we don’t have an international religious day we have UN 

international day for water  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Member for Galbet you want to contribute to these amendments, ok 

honorable Mohamed Siyat because there is no day written here is just for functions.  

Hon. Mohamed Siyat: Thank you Mr. Speaker the problem is that the member honorable Gedi 

saw national and international now he thing is an activity for all parties I think this is under 

religion activity for local is 3000 for national religion activity is 10,000 and for international 

religious activity is 30,000 that is it.  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: yes page 24 I hope you are contented with this let him just finish 

everybody will be given a chance page 19 we are dropped we ignore it  

Hon. Gedi Adow: page 24 were it is written county water bursar per trip 5000 Mr. Speaker you 

know that our people we have got perennial drought and our people cannot afford water bursar 

for 5000 county again burden our people so we want that water bursar to be free by the county  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Ok county water bursar it is in page number 24 c so a member 

suggesting that we use 300 shillings yes honorable majority leader  

Hon. Mahat Osman: I thing they are referring to water bursar that are hired by the mechanical 

and transport unit and this are majorly hired by the contractors and the people who are doing 

civil works within the town and the rural areas and they have always been and I think that is the 

lowest rate for a water bursar and other cases they even hire in hours so I think that is a standard 

rate a very proper one and there is no need for amendments  because that knowing the cost of 
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fuel is very high the cost of papers is going up I thing that rate is very moderate and this has been 

the practice all through out in the financial year for 2015-20616 it was that way in 2014-2015 it 

was that way so I don’t see why in 2018 we want to go back to 3000 when the cost is going up  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable Gedi hold on.  

Hon. Gedi Adow: whatever the honorable majority leader is saying is private water bursar and 

here we are talking of County water bursar our people will be water- tracking and they will be 

told to pay some money.   

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable Gedi  

Hon. Mahat Osman: Mr. Speaker for clarity purpose am talking of the county water bursars not 

private water bursars any private water bursar can higher his vehicle at any cost that is his wish.  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Ok honorable member.  

Hon. Maryan Hassan: Mr. Speaker to add on that this government water bursar who hires 

them? of course the contractors, we have never seen any individual or a public hearing 

government vehicles so the way the majority leader is putting I think actually that and I believe 

that is true and leave it the way it is the government provide water for people at their own cost  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable Gedi I need to put a question for you on this because you 

need to get support for this amendment to move on honorable Gedi are suggesting that the 

county water bursars the amount per trip be reduced from 5000 to 3000.  

  {Question put and negative} 

Laughter  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Ok in want to guide the house in this manner because we will waste a lot 

of time considering the matter at hand we need to look at items page by page so at least if 

anybody has an amendments we will move from one page to the other and I start from and I will 

give to honorable Mohamed Farah and the honorable Gabow so that we move very fast    
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Hon. Mohamed Abdi Farah: Thank you Mr. Speaker  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable Maryan is complaining somebody took her bill I don’t know 

ether anybody has the bill please bring it back to her or clerk desk please ensure you have one 

more bill for honorable Maryan ok honorable Mohamed Abdi Farah  

Hon. Mohamed Abdi Farah: Thank you chair thank you for guiding us honorable chair I fill 

that each page that requires amendments must be brought by a member and that is how I will 

advise we go it otherwise if we open from page one to the last page that will bring time wastage 

and a few members brought some amendments to the bill in front of us honorable chair if we go 

to page 8  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable member hold on we reach page 8 because I want to move 

from page one to page two so that when we reach page 8 u can tell us your amendments so is 

there anybody with amendments on page number 1 you have an amendments’ on page number 1  

Hon. Kassim Dagane: Before we go to that Mr. Speaker I would like to bring to your attention 

that there is an intruder a member who is not familiar us we don’t know who he is we need 

clarity from your desk sergeant at arms please come and advise us on this ok honorable members 

we are allowed to have public within the assembly and this is a member of the public who want 

to listen the assembly proceedings and that is in order honorable member lets proceed any 

member with amendment on page 1 I think the members of the public are allowed to come and 

seat and even the new chamber we have a big place for the public so let us allow the public and 

seat sometimes you might even see students from schools to come here discus read and you 

know learn from us so let’s move on page number2 anybody with amendments on page number 

2 page number3 anybody with amendments on page number 3 page number 4 page number 5 yes 

honorable Ismail  

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail:   Thank you Mr. Speaker part 3 payment under 17 page 5 Mr. speaker 

the bill is already stating the account and the business number were all the payment will be made 

and it read all payment made to the county shall be through KCB account or Mpesa business 

number now going down 6 I can say this will give a room for corruption and a manipulation of 
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this money   because that is where people want to have their own duplicate receipt and whatever 

and therefore wish to delete the word unless has been authorized to do so let it just appear a 

parson shall not receive or collect any money on behalf of the county. Therefore that part unless 

has been authorized to do so unless guided otherwise I propose that wording should be deleted 

Mr Speaker thank you  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: yes chair  

Hon. Mohamed Siyat: Sorry mar speaker to answer on that Mr. speaker you know our revenue 

collections is not automated and we have cess collectors who have receipt this is after collecting 

the money through the receipt issue is when they are going to deposit in a bank account or they 

are going to transact their business through MPESA so up to this moment we don’t have the 

automated revenue collection so for that way it cannot stand so we will continue with receipt 

thank you  

Hon Mohamed (minority leader): The county assembly should be paid through an authorized 

channel and here when the members stated a person should not receive or collect any money on 

behalf of the county unless he has been authorized because any person who is not authorized 

cannot collect money on behalf of the county government. 

I suggest we live as is this on the other note honorable speaker and I think on this issue of the 

revenue the government has a target because here when we were vetting the CECs he given them 

a target which become a practical so if we slash everything here and amend everything I think 

we are doing square one and I suggest as much as we are making this amendment they use of 

rates we should also consider the target for the county thank you. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Ok we are leaving page by page, page numbers honorable member he 

wants to drop the amendments ok let us move on page NO5 has been dropped pages NO 6 page 

NO 7 any hand for number 7? Page no 8 yes member for Dadaab  

Hon Mohamed (Dadab): Thank you Mr. Chair I want to bring the attention of the member’s 

page to page that is section second page on Agriculture and livestock. If you look at the stock 
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option fees for camel that is what I interested. You know where I come from camel there are 

camel per camel at the Garissa township it is 200 at the county again sub-counties stands 200 I 

think there is youth for us and there is a lot of noise are murmuring in the market the previous 

here the one who are representative. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Clerks please ensure all the members have copies of this document. All 

members to have copies of this document.  

Hon Mohamed (Dadab): If you look at township again verses the sub-counties on stock option 

fees that is page 8 are we there members on camel Garissa township is 200 and at the sometime 

again at the sub-counties is 200 I think there is youth for us because of the transport coast and 

you know this camels are brought all the way from all the sub-counties ,Balambala, Ijara there is 

no camel I know they are few and other sub-counties there is for us to reduce a little amount 

around  180 that is the amendment we put a cross 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: For township or sub-county? 

Hon Mohamed (Dadab): For the sub-county  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: instead of 200 -180 

Hon Mohamed (Dadab): 180 yes that 20 shilling is a lot for them I am sure  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: But I think camels are coming from the sub-counties to the township, 

yes honorable majority  

Hon Mahat: I think there is no reason as to why we charge 200 in Garissa township 

constituency in other sub-counties to charge less amount that would be very unfair to the people 

of Garissa because we are living in one county why charge 200 in Garissa sub- county you want 

to charge 180 to Dadab sub-county that would not be appropriate I think so that rate to stand as 

this  

Hon Mohamed(Dadab): Ok I think I have not even finish  
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Hon. Deputy Speaker: Being a member of this town myself I think as a member coming from 

the biggest livestock if the 200 may not be fair for the township honorable member  

Hon Mohamed(Dadab): There are few reasons why I want to put across but I fell the sub-

counties should be charged lesser you remember these camels are brought all the way from far 

areas and there is this transport where the person who is taking these camels all the way from 

there is using money and there is a lot of interference  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Any member who is interfering please ensure the microphone is close 

respect please switch off the microphones 

Hon Mohamed (Dadab):  At the same page Mr. chair there is theft donkeys because of the 

upper tour that has been constructed in close the sub-counties and that is going through because 

there is a market place for the donkeys in Nakuru and for that reason I want to also raised the 

donkey livestock movement permit and also if you look at the per head they said in Garissa 

township is 100 and the sub-counties I want to raise 180 because of this theft is taking place 

every time and for that reason those are the few amendment I want to raise thank you. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Ok honorable Maryam please contribute to that; you want to contribute 

or have amendment.  

Hon Maryan: I have an amendment  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: But can you dispense that amendment, honorable member for Dadab is 

suggesting that camels be charged 180 In the sub-counties and 200 for the township sub-

counties. ok let us move on next amendment on donkey’s movement, livestock movement permit 

is suggesting that increase the donkey movement permit to 150 instead of camel. in the sub-

counties and also for the township and there for this donkey livestock movement cows and 

donkeys will be 150 for township and 150 for sub-counties. Next page no 9, page no 10 page no 

11 yes honorable Gabow. Yes, honorable Amran please go ahead  

Hon. Maryan: Mr. chair page 8 down there animals bonds dealers this are people who transport 

bonds from Garissa to other part in Nairobi and THIKA so instead of charging 2000 or suggest 
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we charge them  3000-4000 since they are actually taking this both making profit and benefits 

and not to turning back anything to this Mr. speaker and this people who actually sport this 

bonds are not people from Garissa this are people from other counties who are just coming and 

collecting maybe we might even end up and even hiring tracks so I suggest to charge this people 

double of what the governments has suggested  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: So that is page numbers 8 yes anybody that wants to contribute  

Hon Mohamed siyat: Thank you Mr. Speaker on our public participation I think some of the 

item that was really discussed on was the bond issue and I will have argued members to go back 

to this report there is a salary of the changes of the vet charges fees. You will find in every 

department where we had touched on amendment where we have hide on this report so that you 

don’t do into double twice and it does not have page after the finance  

Hon Maryam: But Mr. Chair this is the problem we have this before  

Hon. Mohamed siyat: This was the document that was distributed yesterday  

Hon Maryan. It was not  

Hon speaker: We will move on honorable member’s bond dealers and animal bond dealer’s 

storage let us also think of the benefits we have for this I don’t know at what point Garissa has a 

bond storage facility I think here is hostility 

Hon Maryan: Mr. Speaker there are people who normally come in transport bonds and every 

person who comes from this town knows  

Hon. Mohamed siyat: Mr. Speaker there is one member who really emphasize he said there are 

people who normally come and check tracks of bonds they normally load take it for other 

purposes so on that day we listen to him and all actually captured his view and we increase that 

rate. I don’t know from which amount to allow the charges 

Hon Maryan: What was the usual rate? 
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Hon Mohamed siyat: The usual rate I think we can get from the other document.  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: So the usual amount increase to 2000 shillings  

Hon Maryan: Mr. Chair I think that 2000 is too little even if the public actually suggested to 

increase I still think that  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Ok honorable members I think everyone has an opinion and we need to 

agree the opinion of the members I want to put a question for that amendment that increase the 

animal bond dealers they increase to 2000 rate let us move on number 9  

Hon Irshad: Bwana speaker the rate at which we are going through this document and the 

number of concentration and interruption here and there going on is use so can we do something 

about this  

Hon speaker: Ok we are moving page number 9 any amendment on page number 9, page number 

10 honorable Gabow  

Hon Gabow: Thank you Mr. Speaker there is this part on just at the foot of the page you see this 

people this guys who excavate gypsum they have really vitiated our lands and you know these 

days it is not only this people with capacity but some small scale has gone and looks very bad.  

They don’t do restoration environmental restoration it is some problem animals has died there 

and all this so we need to increase those who only serious invested will venture into this business 

or u know there is compensation for the land therefore I propose all this charges in gypsum.  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Where does it start?  

Hon Gabow: Canter lorry all this and that is my suggestion  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Yes, honorable Irshad  

Hon Member: unusually it was we have increase 10000 shillings so we should consider that one 

also  
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Hon speaker: so it was increased by 1000 shillings for which category because I see Kanta is 

and lorry is 7 tank is 2000, 11-20 tanks is 4000 and that is 2000 so I don’t know which increment 

and which category have been to 10000 yes honorable Gedi 

Hon Gedi: Thank you Mr. speaker this is extravagating by poor hard working some people and 

if we say we should only give the permit to only those are able then we should be denied them 

add a leaving for their families I said the rate should remain the same and in fact it should be 

reduced because this come from poor background and they have families to take care of so it 

should either remain the same or reduce it is factorizing what mzee Gabow saying that we should 

enriched the rate thank you. 

Hon speaker: Ok honorable member  

Hon Adow: Point of order Mr. speaker  

Hon speaker: Yes, honorable Gedi Adow  

Hon Adow: Mr. speaker just wanted to took some guidance this is bill in front of this house and 

whatever the committee has recommended the has house has got the power to recommend  

Mr. speaker this house has recommended in front of this house not by the commendation by the 

committee the house can reduce or adopt the commendation of the committee so I just wanted 

the chair by the chair of finance to be guided because several times I seen the interfiling that a 

member proposes on amendment and you now it the house which can even have brought this 

document so we want the amendment and this is the document not the recommendation of the 

committee thank you  

What I was trying to suggest is to take back the unusual rate if the rate of per litter was 10000 

and we have already added 10000 so I think that is just a reminder then consider whatsoever we 

are going to talk knowing that we are from the public we have already increase by 10000 that 

was my statement and I am not stopping anybody with amendment or recommending anything  

Hon speaker: Thank you very much honorable Adow  
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Hon. Adow: Mr. Speaker, what we are doing is somehow sometimes so illegal to certain aspect 

because for a bill or any law it has logic behind because if you reduce or increase it has 

economic impact to certain other issues like gypsum if you increase you will obviously hick the 

building material or the charges they will charge you when you are doing the building. So what 

the chair is doing is right to my assumption, although you could have told as priory where you 

hiked the previous charges and the current charges so that we realize what was increase or 

reduced for purposes of guidance. So Mr. Speaker, with due regard let as consider because the 

bill is there to guide for any deterrent issue, for any default, or any other issues. So it is not logic 

to say that from my own perspective I like this or that. It should have bases within the law and 

you should think when you reduce what effect do you bring to the economical background or if 

you increase what are you affecting so that are the issues because if I say that I will increase the 

gypsum because I have not built a house I say now it is increasing. So somebody else is thinking 

from other perspective but in a law we must come to a point of equilibrium so that we don’t 

affect so many changes in both the economy and let us not slash too many things because as the 

minority leader has echoed, the CEC has a target for revenue collection. So within those target 

this is what he has mentioned. If you said reduce this one or increase sh. 80 or 20 bob it 

sometimes affects a lot of issues 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: thank you so much Hon. Adow. Yes Hon. Gabow you want to respond 

to that 

Hon. Gabow: thank you Mr. speaker, I want to respond to my colleague. I appreciate his 

sentiment and that is why I didn’t discuss the rate for sand, hardcore, marram and all this because 

this are locally sourced and locally used material but for gypsum is an ingredient in cement 

making and it has a national impact not a local impact. It has no any impact for Garissa County 

in particular. It has a national impact; it is only ingredient in manufacture of cement and it is in 

tach such items that we are supposed to target for punitive taxation and not locally sourced or 

locally used materials like marram which are used building our houses, make bricks. This day’s 

people make here around the bridge view you have seen people who are making bricks for 

building and then palace is what we called kokoto in our local language. This are the issues that I 
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see are no go zone because they were locally impact on our economy but for gypsum which is 

used for cement making which ends up in the Indian depot in Nairobi I think that is why we need 

to target punitive and this are the people who are mutilating our land. Am sure as a member for 

Wabari you are aware about this what this is doing to your ward, it is same for me, whoever 

represent hagarbul I don’t know; when you go to Hagarbul you have seen how those people have 

done to that land. I have been there, I have some relatives in hagarbul and I have seen they have 

done very bad and they have not done any restoration effort. The land is just so mutilated, so I 

think gypsum let us punish gypsum. Thank you   

Hon. Deputy Speaker: ok honorable members, we need to consider the time factor, we need to 

move on very fast. I want to give to honourable member for bura and the we dispense this. 

Hon. Abdullahi (Bura Ward):  thank you Mr. Speaker, for amendment maybe for example but 

I just wanted to support the idea honourable Gabow has raised it is very important for us to put 

some measures and even increase that revenue; so that it discourages this many people who are 

vouchering to this business. So I support hon. Gabow sentiment for that purpose. Thank you  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: ok point of information for hon. Ismail. Let him give us information 

Hon. Abdirizak: (point of information) 

And nobody asked for your opinion. Mr. speaker, upon what hon. Gedi has said. I think many 

times was said that the committee is an extension of this house and therefore what the chair is 

doing is rightly guiding us because is the one who did the public participation. He knows what 

have been increased or decreased and therefore at that point he is rightly doing his work and it 

should be allowed to guide us and on the issue of gypsum I 100% agree with honourable member 

Gabow. Although he has not given out an exact but I think doubling is ok. Thank you  

Hon. Deputy Speaker:  honourable members I think the sentiment for honourable Gabow is 

also affecting my ward as a chair I want to be partisan on this. I want just put a question a 

straight. Hon. Adow decline please. Is doubled means times two what is written there. 

Honourable members I want to put a question on this gypsum pick up canter 3000 to 6000, lorry 
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7000 to 10000 tones, lorry 11, 000 to 20, 000 tones that the price be doubled; I mean the price 

written here be times two that is for example if it is 1,500 be 3,000 

(Question put and agreed to)    

Page number 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, hon. Gedi page number 18 go ahead. Hold on there is 

number 17. Yes, honourable member for bura  

Hon. Abdullahi (Bura Ward):  in page 17 there are laboratory charges and whoever has written 

this have not exhausted the laboratory test that is done within our hospital. Specifically, the 

general hospital and I can find like stiches and removal of the stiches should not have fall under 

this laboratory department. Also blood pressure does not fall under laboratory, wound dress does 

not fall under this. And then things like TB which we know that is a free test they did not 

captured here, so they may sneak in to bring some charges. So we need them to be very clear. 

There is other test like urea test which normally charged very high. So we wanted to be very 

clear on this test that affect either way in our people. So I suggest we, I don’t know what we can 

do; we can add more includes other test here  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: so honourable member we understand that we are misplaced items in 

laboratory that is what you mentioned. Something like wound dressing, stiches it shouldn’t be 

have here that is what you have mentioned. So that is your amendment, be specific on your 

amendment. Be very fast 

Hon. Abdullahi (Bura Ward): Mr. Speaker, we remove things which does not in that 

department and we include this very serious test that required to be captured here like TB test  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: ok this is may be Am informed by the majority leader what is standard 

but I understand personally something like removal stiches should be made under laboratory 

because is not a laboratory matter and I think I want to make understand you to where you are 

coming from  
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Hon. Abdullahi (Bura Ward): thank you. If we approve these things like this is like provisional 

who are here medical background look like things that they are approving. We must remove 

them  

Hon. Gabow: Mr. Speaker, why do we care where they are 

(consulting loudly)  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: honourable members, hon. Gabow is suggesting that the purpose is not 

matters because we want money. The finance want money where it is placed is not actually a 

problem. As long as stiches done in the hospital he money will be collected 

Hon. Abdullahi (Bura Ward): Mr. Speaker, am sorry I don’t want to make this where it 

belongs to bring a lot of argument. Even other charges like e- tray could have brought here. So 

why do you do this? There are many place in service charges which could have been captured 

here. So my suggestion if you accept members to approve as this I have no problem. Majority 

leads  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: honourable members, I want to make understand the honourable 

member and as a same time look at the rationale behind the document because the purpose of 

this document is to collect money. The revenue generation as long as the hospital is doing stiches 

they are supposed to pay for stiches now the only challenge is the technicality of the stiches is 

not supposed to be placed there. It would have been placed under medical but not laboratory. I 

want to allow this to move on without putting put question I don’t know where to place it. It is 

not categorized. You see rest are drugs, laboratory, it cannot go to food and hygiene, so we have 

to really move on honourable member. Thank so much. Page number 18 Gedi and we need to be 

very fast on this honourable members we have a lot of issues to dispensed  

Hon. Gedi: thank you Mr. Speaker, considering our religious background we have sport and 

cultural activities where there is a social hall hire we have musical extravaganza. To discourage, 

we have history in this town where Zaire bar where we use to have some bars here and people 

used to come far. Page 18 last column sports and cultural activities; do you see a place by the 
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name musical extravaganza per day sh. 10, 000, so to discourage that musical extravaganza I 

want the county to put 50,000 shillings per day so that we accept drama, music festivals, cultural 

festivals. What is the essence of music extravaganza in this town?  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: thank you members, yes hon. Mohamed Abdi Farah Dadaab but we 

understand the point hon. Gedi is putting for  

Hon. Mohamed (Dadaab Ward): thank you Mr. Chair, on the same note musical extravaganza 

I think the putters on this bill knows it very well and they mean it very well for all the Kenya. 

Whether you are a Christian or a Muslim or Hindu or where you came from. Mr. speaker, I think 

let us not exhaust our energy on small issues that may not bring in the intention of this bill as we 

said earlier, the intention of this bill is to help us generate revenue for that matter like the 

honourable from bura wanted to misplaced things somewhere. Musical Extravaganza Mr. Chair I 

feel to left like that  

Hon. Gedi: thank you Mr. Speaker, these things will be going to have religion impact. This is 

house of rules and laws. The law we are going to make in this house  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: hon. Gedi I want to put a question. Yes, majority leader you want to say 

something  

Hon. Mahat:  it is prudent that you put the question because we will far go to demonstrating this 

document and diluting this one will be affecting the county economy. The county is supposed to 

generate the local revenue and if we amend all the items here there we have a problem. This 

county will not generate any money. So you better put a question and we move on  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: let’s move on and put a question. Hon. Gedi is suggesting that to 

increase musical extravaganza from 10, 000 to 50, 000. That is what he is suggesting I put a 

question. Hon. Gedi has suggested that we increased musical extravaganza from 10,000 to 

50,000 

(Question put and negatively) 
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Let us move on number 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. Honourable member please 

don’t use the microphone. Page 31, 32, 33, 34. Honourable member you have a question on 32. 

Let’s wait hon. Mohamed Abdi Farah member for Dadaab  

Hon. Mohamed (Dadaab Ward): I want to bring to your attention to page number 32 the 10th 

schedule that other fees and charges am seeing mokoka here am interested. Hon. Chair, are we 

there the mokoka which they have said per vehicle 2,000. I have seen personal is annoying. The 

brobox is coming all the way from meru and this side of nyeri to here in Garissa being charged 

per vehicle 2,000, per motor bike 500 because of some immorality this mokoka is a type of Mira 

but the manner in which this is going to kill the community; it is really hurting and at this 

moment sometime don’t look the revenue generation. We will look at the negative impact it is 

getting towards the community and for that reason hon. Chair, I want to increase the collection of 

mokoka, so that, the way they are selling you wander. I don’t know how I can describe, it is 

really eating the community and even the young generation. Few who left in the high schools 

and also primary schools are really. Hon. Chair the member for Ijara is growing a lot of anger I 

don’t know as member of dadaab I really don’t know am not contesting in Ijara anyway Mr. 

Chair I want to increase per vehicle 500, 2500 per vehicle, motor bike 1000, honestly, thank you.   

The deputy Speaker. I want to move, I want to go on and put a question. 

Hon. Mohamed Siyat. Mr. Speaker before you put the question, we have doubled the fee from 

the initial fees it was 2250 already this we have doubled so member should consider that. 

The deputy Speaker. Ok Hon. Members let’s move on because of time, per vehicle Hon. 

Member is suggesting increase from 2000 to 2500, per motor bike 500 to 1000 Hon. Members. 

Will as many of this opinion say I and many of this contrary say nay. The nay’s have it. Let’s 

move on page number 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, Hon. Members I 

know want to move on before I resume and put a question that this document be read in the third 

time so that we move on for approval. That garissa county finance bill assembly bill number two 

of 2018 be know read for the third time, would as many of this opinion say I, and of this contrary 

say nay, the I’s have it. So I would now move to the chamber so that we read for the third and the 
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third time we are not going to debate we just put the question and move on for approval can you 

please raise the mace. Hon. Members we have read the, I want us to request from the chair to 

read for us for the third time so that we move on.  

Hon. Mohamed Siyat. Thank you Mr. Speaker, it’s my pleasant duty and privileges on behalf of 

the finance and economic planning committee to present the county assembly with the report for 

the third reading and I urge members to consider for adoption, thank you.  

The deputy speaker. Ok Hon. Members I think the chair has read the report and we need to 

move for the third reading, if anybody with any suggestion, I wish to put a question, yes Hon. 

Ismail. 

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail. Mr. Speaker I just going through with the standing orders and I was 

seeing standing order number 32 is suggesting that the third reading equally would have to go 

through  the same procedure as we are done know on the second reading Mr. Speaker unless 

there is a contrary opinion to that one of the standing order Mr. Speaker. 

The deputy Speaker. Hon member the majority leader I want to just respond to Hon. Member 

for galbet. Unless we have an amendment we just did an amendment right know unless there is 

anybody with amendment I think we can move on to put a question because we have just did 

with a second reading with all the amendment and am sure you guys you are moving very first, 

so let’s proceed and put a question.  

Hon. Abdirizak ismail. So guided Mr. Speaker. 

The deputy speaker. Ok thank you so much. We want move on to put the question can the 

finance bill be actually be approved, that this house approves the finance bill assembly number 2 

of 2018 and is subsequent for publications, would as many of this opinion say I, and many of the 

contrary say nay, the I have it. So the document be published for the governors ascend, let’s 

move on, what is on the order again? Next order,  

               Approval of the second garissa county integrated development plan.  
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Member for benane the CIPD is with you. 

Hon. Mohamed Siyat. Thank Mr Speaker. On behalf of the committee of finance and economic 

planning and pursuant to section one six on the public finance management act 2012 is my 

pleasure to present to the house on the committee report on 2018/20122 county integrated 

development plan for  the county government and the county assembly is admitted by county 

assembly as required by the  law. Mr. Speaker this is the second county integrated development 

plan to be prepared under new constitution order through the constitution public finance 

management act standing and subsequent registration the county assembly has the responsibility 

to approve the county integrated development plan in this regard the county assembly through 

the various department report to the finance committee and through resignation for the financial 

year 2018/20122 county integrated development plan of this county, with aim of promoting 

principal finance as indicated under chapter 12 of the constitution. Mr. Speaker the committee of 

finance comprise the following members; Hon. Mohamed Siyat ahmed, Hon. Farah maow, Hon. 

Ayan Mohamed, Hon. Fahan barkatle, Hon. Fatuma Abdi, Hon. Mohamed Weli, Hon. Ali 

Abdullahi, Hon. Mahat Osman, Hon. Mohamed Sheikh, Hon. Kassim  Dagane, Hon. Hussein  

Ahmed, Hon. Mohamud Aden, Hon. Rukia. Mr. Speaker this committee is grateful to the office 

of the speaker of the county assembly for the support extended to the committee in extension of 

its mandate we are also grateful to CEC member and the technical team for clarifying some 

pertaining issue in the CIPD 2018/2022. I also take this opportunity to thank all Hon. Members 

for their patience and wavering sacrifice and commitment to the public service which enable the 

committee to complete its important task. Mr speaker sir its now my pleasure and duty and 

privilege on behalf of the committee finance and economic planning to present to the county 

assembly the CIPD 2018/2022 for debate and adoption, mr speaker if I may take you back a little 

bit there is an over view of the purpose of county development plan there are so many things that 

were highlighted by the secretariat, mr speaker all sectaral committee were engaged and we get 

their report, however mr speaker no sectaral committee actually apart from the  health committee 

that were submitted some amendments so therefore mr speaker, though there amendment was a 

bit late but we had prepared some copy and attached so that we are going to forward in appendix 

one on the second last page there is a new project and proposal this space is for anything new as 
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for proposal for any sectaral committee and we never got from all other committee the health 

committee brought but it was a bit late mr speaker so we just attached a copy at the back for any 

consideration. Thank you. I urge the members to debate and consider it for adoption, thank so 

much.  

The deputy Speaker. Somebody to second the member, yes Hon. Fahan.  

The Majority leader. mr speaker I stand to second the bill.  

The deputy speaker. Ok Hon. Member the floor is open for debate. Yes majority leader. 

The majority leader. Thank you mr speaker, I stand to support the report of the CIPD, we 

represent the people of garissa in this house and entire development plan for this county for the 

next five years is captured in this document, so the earlier in this document is approved  the 

better  people of garissa generally where ever they are, and as I represent you here we must be 

mindfully to our people and without much engagement we approve this document because this 

document has stayed with us for a long time, it’s a long overdue in this assembly the earlier we 

passed it the better because most of the counties in this country have already approve this 

document and you can it already on their websites so it’s very shameful  when we don’t find our 

document CIPD on the our official website it’s a letdown to our people of garissa and the 

electorate and the representative people, so I urge the members to approve this with a speed so 

that we can find it on our official website, thank you mr speaker. 

The deputy speaker.  Yes member for danyere and then member for galbet. 

Hon. Daud Aden.  In the name of Allah most gracious most merciful, and my prayers and the 

blessings be upon the prophet, Mr. Speaker I support the motion however I have an amendment 

in the CIPD page 103 we have construction of rahole canal if you can get it now that it will affect 

my ward as the Hon. Member or the Hon. Member of the county assembly of danyere ward I 

hereby request, I hereby register my profound dissatisfaction with this rahole construction and I 

wanted the house to send a committee to go and see and investigate what is going on as am doing 

that I can see with the sparing this a bogus project whatever we call it, some of the project like 
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the canal have been a while and comes every fiscal year, it has been going since 2006 as far as I 

know myself similarly this development like construction of deep irrigation mega dams and 

gratification systems are not realistic planning, who initiated this project first we are asking in 

the first place is it the ministry of water or the community. The community is fed up of rahole 

elephant project and we will not be hard into an autonomous plan project that reflects the 

community participation. Mr. Speaker I wanted us to get an elaboration where deep irrigation is 

necessary  in an area in abundant source of water where is mega dam needed. 

The deputy speaker. Order member for danyere 

Hon. Daud Aden. Mr. Speaker I need your protection  

The deputy speaker. I am going to protect the Hon. Member also confuse because, Hon. 

Member you suggested an amendment to the document and you sited a certain page so we 

wanted to know you need to be very specific in that point I got confuse to myself, so Hon. 

Member can you please tell what amendment exactly so that the chair can pick it up, Which 

document that you were given us is it the main CIPD? or. Yes Hon. Majority leader lets listen 

Hon. Daud Aden. It’s the  main CIPD.  

The majority leader. Mr speaker I think the member is out of order in the CIPD you can’t send 

an a doll committee, it’s just a plan it was not an actual lounge that was done on the ground, so 

can either ask him may be an amendment on that but you can say the house should form an a doll 

committee there no in this house can form an a doll committee to go and an a plan that is not 

procedural secondly mr speaker the member has just confuse the house he was talking on mega 

dams he was talking on who has identified all this comes through the ministries of the 

department that are involved if it involves in irrigation scheme through the department of 

irrigation if it involves it comes through the department of livestock, so this something that has 

been generated by the department so it’s very unfortunate when the member says  that is a bogus 

project, first of all you must retract back by saying the project is bogus any other contractor ever 

done any other project that is something else we don’t know may be he was suppose to inform 

the house that there are project that were never completed, there were projects that were noticed 
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with the community I was expecting the member to come straight that way, but I don’t know he 

has touch on mega dams, he has touch on that canal and basically I think the canal is helping the 

farmers, very poor farmers in that rural area, so that they grow food, they have food security in 

their area which will boost the economy of the people. Will help our people in those areas. So the 

member should come out very clearly and specifically which project is against or he is objecting 

so that we look at the project.  

Hon Deputy Speaker:  Honorable Member for Danyere please be specific on the amendment so 

that at least we can help you on that 

Hon Daud:  Thank you Mr. Speaker I can see in this CIDP project, this is just extracted from 

national government  

Hon Deputy Speaker:  No! No honorable member I think you are now getting out of order 

because his is actually is county document is not an extract. It was a document that was actually 

discussed at the ministry of planning and finance, it was actually brought here, and it has gone up 

to the level of public participation, you cannot say that this is an extract from national 

government. And I want to apologize actually withdraw that statement it is inflammatory 

statement. 

Hon Daud: In the name of ALLAH the most gracious the most merciful, your prayers be upon 

the prophet. Mr. Speaker I don’t how to apologize when I have not committed, however 

…………………. 

Hon Deputy Speaker: You have demean the document and I don’t want you to demean the 

document  

Hon Daud: Mr. Speaker I may apologize to continue speaking I want to bring in front of the 

house  

Hon Deputy Speaker: Order! Order honorable members  

Hon Daud: Mr. Speaker I need your protection  
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Hon Deputy Speaker: Go ahead member  

Hon Daud: Concerning this Rahole canal  

Hon Deputy Speaker:  But be specific what we want so that the chair can capture  

Hon Daud: For this Rahole I want to bring in front of the house all the representative of the 

community from my ward to attest their knowledge about the prescription. Thank you  

Hon Deputy Speaker: Ok member for Maalimin  

Hon Mohamud: The honorable member is out of order and you are allowing him to be out of 

order again. We are discussing about the report  of finance committee on the CIDP. We are not 

discussing the CIDP document here. The CIDP document was discussed in the various sectoral 

committees; he should have raised those issues with the concerned sectoral committee on that 

date. Now we are debating this report and we are considering it for debate , he should discuss 

this report not the CIDP document.  

Hon Deputy Speaker:  I think honorable member we are guided by this house and we are 

actually following the rules, what we are discussing is actually the report and not the CIDP that 

is  very clear and everybody understand that and I want us to limit within that because the 

document has been discussed at the committee level if you had an amendment again we will 

have taken it, but I had you to support the report  with an amendment sir be specific you were not 

specific you only cited the document. So I will move honorable member honorable member for 

Galbet please go ahead.  

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: Thank you, I totally agree with the member for Maalimin this things 

has stages, therefore the only time amendment was necessary is when the sectoral committees 

where handling the CIDP and therefore now I think we will complicate the whole thing if we 

bring amendment to this house. Mr. Speaker I want to support this report and ask my colleagues 

to adopt as it is. Mr. Speaker first and fore most I want congratulate the chair and his able team 

for the good work they have done, but there one person who has not been mention and it will be 

very unfair for us  not to mention and that is Fatuma Hussein the fiscal analyst who has guided 
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the whole team from the finance committee to all sectoral committees, I belong to two sectoral 

committee and that is very resourceful lady Mr. Speaker. If we have ten of Fatuma Hussein in 

this assembly we will be competing with national assembly Mr. Speaker. And I want to 

commend and thank that lady for the good work she is doing, nevertheless Mr. Speaker there are 

issues which the committee has mention and these are non-compliant issues. Mr. Speaker I don’t 

know if it is the work of implementation committee or the majority leader to pick it up for the 

finance committee for that matter I stand guided Mr. Speaker these are issues that can bring 

problems even now and in future, I don’t know how the county government can put task so that 

at least this non complaint issues for number one it has already been overtaken by event, it is just 

matter of cautioning the county government to bring these types of document on time Mr. 

Speaker. The other point audit committee is very important Mr. Speaker  as assembly we have 

that audit c ommittee, therefore it is high time we also caution the executives and also on the side 

of finance to put in place an audit committee Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker we had been told that 

there is a good percentage this percentage is not something small Mr. Speaker about forty 

something percent Mr. Speaker the projects that was implemented was totally out of CIDP. And 

for this five years Mr. Speaker I don’t think these honorable members will allow such kind of 

thing to happened, and Mr. Speaker it has even been stated here the challenges lack of adequate 

oversight role from the county assembly. Mr. Speaker and we talk of oversight role it should be 

misinterpreted as against the county government Mr. Speaker as some people always belief Mr. 

Speaker. And therefore we should play our oversight role in this document, in the budget and any 

other work the county government is doing. That way Mr. Speaker of course human is to error I 

mean I am human being I might sometimes make an error or make a mistake and for that matter I 

need somebody to correct me and therefore I belief we have man and women in this house who 

has a capacity to do that work. And therefore this time round the finance committee should also 

look at this issue practically and the budget committee, but we should not allow even one 

percent. if the county government sees that their projects they have left out and it is very 

important and it is very agent this house is always there for the county government and therefore 

they should bring an amendment we should pass it and any project that they are implementing 

should be within the CIDP Mr. Speaker, that is why five years down the line we have over seven 
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billion debt that this county has inherited from the previous county government Mr. Speaker we 

don’t want to repeat the mistake. With those few remarks I support this report in totality Mr. 

Speaker. Thank you very much  

Hon Deputy Speaker: ok I want to give this order honorable Amran, honorable Gedi and then 

honorable Kassim and then we move on please. 

Hon Maryam Mohamed: Thank you Mr. Speaker I wish to follow the honorable member from 

Galbet by congratulating lady Fatuma with the support she has given to finance committee and 

actually she is giving the same support to budget committee, being a member of budget 

committee I can actually attest to what the honorable member for Galbet said that lady is 

resourceful. Mr. Speaker I want to tell to this house that everywhere a woman is holding we 

expect a positive. Mr. Speaker all the ladies inside and outside this assembly, we can see their 

responsibility, we can feel what they are really doing for this house. Mr. Speaker 

…………………………….. 

Hon Deputy Speaker: Ok honorable member please go ahead and limit yourself to the subject 

matter 

Hon Maryam Mohamed: That doesn’t mean demeaning my colleagues but they actually need 

to applaud the ladies who are doing who are actually doing a perfect work and we cannot 

actually shear away mentioning the ladies. Mr. Speaker as we know the CIDP is a plan for the 

five years and this is the dream the county government has for it is people. Mr. Speaker as a 

chair for roads committee we didn’t forwarded any may be amendments or any recommendation 

because we felt that section of roads department was handle very well by the county government 

as committee of your also a member w4e are contented with what the government has actually 

put forward for that department. I personally went through water, house and other department 

and honestly I belief whatever the plan the county government have for it is people is perfect. 

Back to this assembly Mr. Speaker which we want to make sure is that the county government to 

extract it is IDPs from the CIDP every year. And Mr. Speaker we also need to be very careful 

that the county government not deviate from it CIDP. So Mr. Speaker we expect the delayers this 
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document is actually is in this house very late. On 30th  we are supposed to receive the budget 

estimate which didn’t happened because the county fiscal strategy paper is not approved by this 

assembly to allow the finance department to actually bring the estimate. And why that is 

happening Me. Speaker  the CIDP which is actually the first document is here with just too late 

close to five month late, that happened because of the late election, election took place in august 

already in august there papers which is supposed to come it couldn’t happened because there is 

no assembly, everybody was in the mood of campaigning that is what actually triggered the 

delayers and I wish my colleagues will also  understand and actually I know they know that very 

well, I support the report finance committee and I also congratulate the able chair who is a good 

friend of mine. Mr. Speaker there is no doubt this man is up to task and hope they will ADP by 

next week so that the budget will table the fiscal strategy paper and we allow the county 

government to give us the budget estimate and approve that so that we don’t delay the approval 

of the final budget proper of the floor of this because once we delay this propers  and we allow 

delaying it which we get into june and the budget is not in place. So Mr. Speaker I support the 

report of the committee. 

Hon Deputy Speaker: Ok honorable Gedi and then honorable Kassim. Honorable Adow you 

will be thrown out of this house if you continue messing around. Honorable Gedi  

Hon Gedi: Thank you Mr. Speaker. Let me take this early opportunity to thank the capable chair 

of finance and economic planning and his committee. Mr. Speaker having said that I think CIDP 

is a plan and a plan is a process . Mr. Speaker I think a plan has been initiated, design and it has 

gone upto public participation. Now what is the role of the county assembly as per this CIDP? 

We need to ask ourselves. Mr. Speaker it’s written within this report that the county assembly 

through it’s various committees should be scrutinizing quarterly the monitoring and the 

evaluation report  that will be produce plus the annual reports indicate the status of 

implementation of all development projects , service delivery and budget performance of all 

sectors. Mr. Speaker we have a duty because the CIDP is very ambitious it’s us to put our socks 

up so that we fill the gap. Mr. Speaker and the executives should be so ambitious to set 

unrealistic revenue target we are seeing that in the previous governments. Mr. Speaker we want 
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to send a signal to the revenue that they should set a realistic target through the chair of finance 

that they should set a realistic budget revenue collection should be set. Mr. Speaker this CIDP is 

very beautiful, it’s the benchmark of all other constitutional documents which are going to be 

brought to this house, including the budget estimate, including the annual development plan. So 

Mr. Speaker I think today we are making one step ahead and our we are making ourselves proud 

to become the second Garissa county assembly to pass a bill and the CIDP in the same day. Mr. 

Speaker with those few remarks I really support thank you. 

Hon Deputy Speaker: Honorable Kassim  

Hon Kassim: Thank you Mr. Speaker honestly being a member of finance committee I will like 

to congratulate my able chair honorable Siyat who was as good as a man, courageous, humbles a 

man who has worked tirelessly all those time. Mr. Speaker I think this what we put before the 

house is a self-explanatory report it doesn’t need to be verified, amendment also this report is 

fully to the later according to my assessment what is before you is what we have plan for the five 

years term as honorable members of this county and the report is telling you for the better part of 

Garissa county this report  should be adopt immediately as the house codons the session thank 

you Mr. Speaker. 

Hon Deputy Speaker:  Yes honorable Adow and then honorable Shindes 

Hon Adow: In the name of ALLAH the compassionate the merciful. Mr. Speaker I support the 

motion but I wanted to urge judging the mood of the house and the handshake I ask you to put 

the question Mr. Speaker kindly Mr. Speaker. 

Hon Deputy Speaker: Ok honorable member, judging the mood of the house the member has 

requested that we but the question that this house consider and appraise the report of the 

committee on finance and economic planning on second Garissa county integrated plan (The 

question put and agreed on) 

Let us move on table office  

Table office: second motion approval of committee membership  
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Hon. Deputy Speaker: Yes, Honorable Majority Leader. 

Hon. Mahat Osman (Majority leader): Thank you Mr. Speaker approval of committee 

memberships person to provision to standing order 156 (3) that this house considers and approve 

the nomination of the members to the following committees as indicated below. 

1. Implementation Committee  

1) Hon Mohamed Abdi Farah 

2) Hon shindes Mohamud Mohamed 

3) Hon Hussein Ahmed Bashir 

4) Hon Gedi Adow 

Ok ok I think serget at arms can handle that  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: order members, order hon kassim, honorable members order, order 

members, honorable Kassim should be remove out of this House immediately. honorable Kassim 

to be removed from this house in the next few seconds please. honorable kassim to remain out of 

this session until the end of this session. 

Hon. Mahat (majority leader): thank you Hon Deputy Speaker 

Implementation Committee 

1. Hon Mohamed Abdi Farah  

2. Hon Shindes Mohamud  

3. Hon Hussein Ahmed Bashir 

4. Hon Gedi Adow  

5. Hon Mohamed Aden Yarrow 

6. Hon Abayle Aden Sagar 

7. Hon Maryan Mohamed 

8. Hon Mohamedweli Guhad 

9. Hon Fatuma Abdi Sanweyne 

10. Hon Suleiman Mohamed Abdullahi 
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11. Hon Mohamed Gabow Kharbat 

12. Hon Hussein Mohamed Dagane 

13. Hon Halima Hussein Gure 

Cohesion On Integration Committee  

1. Hon Ali Abdullahi Gure  

2. Hon Daud Aden Dabar 

3. Hon issa Aden Abdi  

4. Abubakar Aden Shide 

5. Hon Mahat Osman Ibrahim 

6. Hon Asli Ibrahim 

7. Hon Gini Dagane 

8. Hon Irshad Hilowle 

9. Hon Abdirahman Mohamed Idris 

10. Hon Fatuma Shide Mohamed 

11. Hon Farah Maow Bare 

12. Hon Queen Teresia 

13. Hon Diriye Bare 

Committee for Delegated county legislation  

1. Hon Kassim Dagane 

2. Hon Sumeya Mubarak 

3. Hon Hussein Mohamed Dagane  

4. Hon Hussein Borle 

5. Hon Abubakar Mohamed Shide 

6. Hon Ayan Weyrah 

7. Hon Rukia Mohamed Dubow 

8. Hon Mohamud Omar Abdullahi 

9. Hon Shindes Mohamud Mohamed  

10. Hon Diriye Bare  
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11. Abdirizak Ismail  

12. Hon Farah Maow Bare 

Committee On Intergovernmental Relations 

1. Hon Hassan Halane Haye 

2. Hon Issa Aden Abdi 

3. Hon Sumeya Mubarak  

4. Hon Yusuf Omar 

5. Hon Mohamed Abass Bulale 

6. Hon Habiba Abdi Ahmed 

7. Hon Mohamed Aden Yarrow  

8. Abdullahi M. Buthul  

9. Hon. Daud Aden Dabar 

10. Hon Farah Maow Bare  

11. Hon Fatuma Bule Horor 

12. Hon Hussein Ahmed Bashir 

13. Hon Gedi Adow 

Mr. Speaker, we have very resourceful members of this house who have not been part of any 

committees and the responsibility of the select committee is to make sure that members are 

placed in different committees. So that they served this county and this house and they make sure 

that they earnest their potential, well there are very senior members who don’t have any 

responsibility allowance for long time and these is the high time we make sure that we can place 

it. So that they can earn responsibility allowance we can place, so that they served this county 

and this house well and they can also do a lot of work for this house and the county also. Mr. 

Speaker this are the names that has been selected by the select committee it has been well 

consulted through parties I want to argue this house to approve the names, so that these members 

that are here can serve this community and also can serve this house as committee members and 

very responsible leaders that are able to this task. Thank you Mr. speaker. 
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Hon. Deputy Speaker: Yes, honorable minority leader you want to second the motion, so you 

want to contribute on this as house leader before we move on somebody has to second the 

motion before, it has to be seconded first so that we move on 

Hon. Mohamed (Minority Leader): Honorable Speaker, I will not allow, this list is fake. please 

respect, no I have issue with the membership  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: You cannot shout, you can raise and if I guide you, honorable member 

you can only be allow if a member seconds, its traditional you have been here in this house 

honorable member.   

Hon. Irshad: Honorable Speaker, I second the motion. 

Hon. Mohamed (Minority Leader): Honorable Speaker, its very clear in the standing order, 

placing membership of the committees scoring lays with the parties not selected any member 

from the minority party to these committees and I will not accept to in subordinated, this list is 

fake, I will not allow  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Order honorable members I want to first of all allow members to second 

the motion  

Hon. Irshad: honorable speaker can the minority leader be remove out by the sergeant at arm 

(loud consultation by the members)  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: order members, order members 

(loud consultation by the members) 

Hon. Mohamed (Dadaab Ward ): Respect the minority leaders 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable members order  

Hon. Mohamed (Minority Leader): you must listen to me honorable speaker, I will not all 

allow honorable speaker, you must respect to me as I respect you. 
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Hon. Mohamed (Dadaab Ward): We have a standing order in this assembly kindly respect the 

minority leader 

(members in loud consultation)  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: I want this house to an order, honorable member have a seat. I want this 

house to have in order, Honorable member have a seat. You will be removed. 

Hon Mohamed Abdi Farah: who? Who? who? By who? You cannot intimidate me. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: I want this member to have a seat or else I charged the charges to be 

seated out you will go outside if you don’t seat down, you go out with my permission if you 

don’t seat down, the procedure is like this and its very clear, we have been doing this with 

procedures, the order is as usual when a motion is moved it is seconded its debated, the question 

is put, you either accept or disagree. Order members 

(loud consultation by the members) 

Hon. Mohamed (Dadaab Ward): please respect the minority leader that is what we are 

appealing. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable Farah be removed from the house immediately. If you are 

ready for fracas you will see. I will allow you seat down. Honorable Farah, honorable Farah. 

Order members, order members. Honorable member for Dadaab we are giving you the last 

warning. Please get him out the house. He done mistakes he has thrown this on me, I will not 

allow that let him be removed out of this house, I have said let member for Dadaab be removed 

from the house, he cannot throw microphone on me, we will not go on business until this 

member is removed, I will not allow that, honorable members have a seat all of you.  

(loud consultation by the members) 

Honorable Farah be removed out of the house I have ordered that so that we proceed with our 

normal business, sergeant at arm please do it quickly 
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(loud consultation by the members) 

The member must be removed, the member must go out, honorable members please seat down, 

order members’ honorable members anybody else who try to create trouble in this house he will 

be removed out and suspend from this house honorable members we don’t depend nonsenses in 

house, somebody is throwing a mike on me that is very disgusting that member I will take 

adisplinary action on him we will move on honorable members. The procedure is very clear here 

the reading is as usual the motion is seconded after its seconded it must be debated it’s at you on 

discussion to accept the motion it has no business with speaker am moderating, I want someone 

to…… 

        

    

 

 Hon mohamed Aali Sheikh:am the vice chair of the selection committee honourable Speaker 

we are leaders I will never accept such think to happen if somebody is upto and I wanr a fight in 

this assembly  honourable speaker the formation of the committee is based on the parties the 

majority party and the minority party during this selection committee meetings and the 

committees are cause of the need I have no objection on the selection of the committee up any at 

all but I will not accept to be insurbordinated as I stand here honourable speaker… 

Hon Deputy Speaker:     hold on member that is declined 

Hon Mohamed Ali Sheikh:Honourable member as I stand here honorable Speaker as a leader of 

minority party of this house Mr. Speaker I have never submitted any names to be included in this 

least honourable Speaker the majority party if they think they can go ahead with their 

membership is upon them but where I stand to where am standing I have not submitted any 

names to be submitted in this list honourable Speaker and you are the speaker and you are to 

guide this house honourable Speaker I don’t know how these names are found in this list even 

you can see if you go through the list a member is appearing in all the committees even you can 
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assume this list is fake on the way forward honourable Speaker a leader is who forgives if 

somebody has ill intention is upon him we have a lot of things to do than this quarreling in a 

committee it was coming I knew honourable Speaker I have not submitted any names in this list 

and that is as leader of the minority party under the standing  order 16 which is very clear I ‘am 

representing the minority coalition and nobody at all can insubordinate me and I’m responsible 

for that party on my behalf except those who appointed me to these position are the only ones 

who can take me back again but nobody from the other party majority party or any other party 

please we are leaders let’s respect one another iam not aware the formation of  this committee I 

have not been called Mr Speaker the committee can go on with their meeting but the placement 

of the committee it clearly allows the minority party and it is very clear Mr. Speaker. Hon 

Deputy  Speaker as this list turn on the leadership of jubilee have no problem because  it is 

jubilee party which nominates on the nomination of the minority party as it is as the leader of 

that party I have I have not selected any member to those committee and as it is it should not 

approved honourable Speaker for your guidance whatever happened I don’t want to embarrass 

the leader majority here we are leaders whatever he has done has done if he thought this was the 

best thing to do is upon him but as honourable Speaker as a leader whatever happened was really 

a insubordination and was a calculated move to and I know where it is heading to honourable 

speaker with those few remarks I just want to guide you on this instead of pushing and pulling 

these things honourable Speaker you just approve whatever happened we will just deal in another 

level we have just to approve the jubilee members from a membership our go back and do our 

own things but honourable Speaker let us respect one another for now approve because it is me 

who is supposed to nominate members to the sectoral and standing committees as I said clearly 

in the standing order it squarely lies with me going forward if anybody thought that our objective 

of forming committee  and objecting members to get for chair I still say honourable Speaker on 

the way forward 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Order member let us give the leader of minority his time. Please shorten 

your time minority 
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Hon. Mohamed Ali Sheikh: I will shorten Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker my party names should be 

extracted here I don’t know how it end up here if approving let’s approve the jubilee members 

and I will see next what will going to happen 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Ok honourable member for Bananey then Honourable member for 

Galbet. 

Hon. Ahmed Siyad: Thank you Mr. Speaker sir being a member of the select committee before 

coming with these names we had a several meetings first meeting happened yesterday evening 

Mr. Speaker through SMS circular from the clerk we start yesterday evening and in our minutes  

this is one of our agendas that we discussed Mr. Speaker then we agreed today morning we will 

have another meeting on the same Mr. Speaker as usual you will not have all members present 

and we had few members including the minority leader who is also a select committee who aws 

not present yesterday today and afternoon meeting but Mr. Speaker as the select committee ours 

is to just place members in the various committees if the minority leader fails that these names 

just landed here unknowingly then that  here one is another case being from the majority party 

here even in the national assembly there was  a handshake I believe since there is no opposition 

from the national then we should also emulate the same and work as a team that is on a light note 

I don’t know Mr. Speaker I think going forward however much the minority leader feels that he 

will remove his members but we still want these committees to be passed Mr. Speaker I think we 

will just make quorum for moving forward we will be ready to listen to him. Thank you 

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: Thank you Mr. Speaker Mr. Speaker whatever is happening in this 

house is very unfortunate and from the onset I want the leader in this house to rise up and show 

leadership in this house Mr. Speaker what honestly we are lacking in this house is leadership Mr. 

Speaker we don’t have to fight over petty issues every now and then Mr. Speaker previous time 

it was a procedural motion on adjournment Mr. Speaker today this mace is being guided we are 

leading a vote of no confidence against the governor or an impeachment against the governor 

and that is very unfortunate Mr. Speaker why is it difficult for the leaders to seat down and show 

a leadership to this house and agree small and you know these issues Mr. Speaker I have just 

seen my name in one of those committees Mr. Speaker I don’t know if the procedure allows but I 
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can Speak for myself and I want to be captured in the hansard I was never consulted to be 

included in that committee iam not privy to it I have enough issues to handle Mr. Speaker the 

committees iam involve is enough for me Mr. Speaker and therefore I ask my name to be 

extracted from that as I sit down Mr. Speaker you included as the deputy Speaker some few days 

weeks ago all the leadership in this house were in Mombasa we can even forfeit our salaries go 

for retreats , bond your issues, handshake and then come back as one leaders that is what we 

want Mr. Speaker we don’t have to fight over issues of clan we don’t have to fight over issue of 

party affiliation we are all here Mr. Speaker as the members of county assembly Mr. Speaker and 

therefore on the rose of the membership of this house we should not be divided on small issues 

Mr. Speaker and therefore please we should not malign our names Mr. Speaker Kenyans are 

looking at us Garissa county is looking at us we were just told there is a member from the public 

and he is still seated there what message and picture are we sending Mr. Speaker. So Mr. 

Speaker as I sit down I have a request my name to be omitted I think it is delegated and please I 

caution the leadership of this house and agree Mr Speaker thank you very much. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Yes member for Bura, member for Maalimin then majority leader then 

honourable Adow 

Hon. Abdullahi Omar: Thank you Mr. Speaker Sir today is another bad day a very bad day for 

all of us whether you have participated or not participated we are all part of the problem it is 

procedural we have standing orders that guide us we don’t need to go and jump and carry the 

mace member of this assembly is jumping when sergeant at arms are here jumping to fight 

somebody else to taking up the responsibility of the sergeant at arms is wrong it should be the 

standing order that should be guided dear leadership of this assembly something is wrong we are 

Muslims number one we are Somali number we are leaders number one and now we cannot 

solve issues outside it happened.. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Member for Bura I want to give you a chance kindly contributes to the 

motion… 
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Hon. Abdullahi Omar: Mr. Speaker let us talk it is common it is natural that we might have 

differences but when people collide they solve it we are here for some time that is not there that 

remedy of making people together when I offend you I came to you and tell you sorry or 

somebody mediating or arbitrating is not happening Mr. Speaker what has happened today is not 

right Mr. Minority leader Mr. majority leader all that has happened will go back to you my 

request is… Mr. Speaker unless My time is over… I was in the list I was there in the select 

committee I was part of the select committee and am jubilee the majority party where the 

majority leader is representing us that we sat that is not in question where we want to work 

together where we respect the standing order if the minority party is fully adhering to the 

standing order they should go back and respect it those names did not land it is not the majority 

leader who brought these names Mr. Speaker sir the minority leader should be able to control his 

team they should adhere to the rules it is not the select the committee it is not the majority leader 

who brought those names 

Where the majority leader is representing us 

So Mr. Speaker what iam saying is if Abdirizak Ismail is not confirming is not part of the 

members so something must be done and a ruling must be done so Mr. Speaker thank you Mr. 

Speaker. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Ok member for Maalimin Hon member for Hulugho then majority 

Hon. Mahat Osman: Thank you Mr. Speaker Mr. Speaker as Jubilee party we are represented by 

members of Jubilee party headed by myself and we are all invited the selection committee by the 

clerk the minority leader was also invited but deliberately refused to attend the meeting and the 

minutes of the both meetings are there and his members of the minority party in the select 

committee have attended both meetings so mr speaker the minority leader should put his house 

in order if his party has problems let them solve that problem as a party but he should not blame 

other leader and starting a lot of chaos here because at the end of the day we are replacing names 

there that is the only thing we are doing these are names from NASA  we are not bringing any 

other from anywhere else there are members honourable members from this house you are also 
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deserve to be members of a certain committee I don’t see reason why it should irritate any 

member  until he became mad fighting the speaker or anybody throwing that is something very 

shameful other hidden things if there is minority party leader kindly right an official letter and 

that is procedural when the names are here it is the  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: As you Speak majority leader faces the Speaker. Hon member for 

Maalimin 

 

Hon. Mohamud Aden: thank you Mr. Speaker I would like to start with the procedures and the 

standing orders and the standing orders are clear who is to place members in a committee the 

select committee has members and in this house every committee has a way of inviting its 

members meeting if the chair of that committee which for this committee the select committee if 

the majority leader wants to call for a meeting he will instruct the clerk to that committee on a 

certain day on a certain time that is exactly what 

was done and thirteen members of the selected committee were invited  through sms and 

everybody can confirm that and we can confirm from the clerk desk and if you don’t want to 

attend others are willing to attend and we had quorum in that selected  committee and we had 

two meeting and both of them we had quorum and we place members in that committee and I 

want to disagree with the member of Galbet because the select committee has membership from 

the Majority and  minority parties and we have the minute  and am the one who placed in that 

committee members. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Are you supporting or not?  

Hon Adow Omar: I support the motion and also to continue with procedural issue and with the 

minority leader is willing to withdraw his members and this is not the occasion and we pass this 

or we rejected and whatever we are doing here he has right to withdraw his members and 

business will continue and the other we don’t want the members are the one who causing 
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problem and are the one who telling us what is happening is not good of the image of this 

Assembly. Thank you and I support the motion. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable member of Ijara. 

Hon Irshad: Thank you honorable Adow. Honorable Speaker and members I must thank you 

this after all very unfortunate that the same leader who are preaching after are  the same leader 

who are causing problem however we are leader and we should  show by example in any case we 

have had this committee in long overdue  and the formation of this committee and we have been 

the majority leader for a long time to settle on this committee ( Maaragteee)  and for that matter 

is today that most of the senior member… 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable Irshad you know that something strange that has been 

captured by the Hansard and we don’t know whether you are abusing the speaker and continue 

please. 

Hon Irshad: So it is long overdue as I have said and so many senior members have been quite 

without any responsibilities for a long time and is almost a year now and the purpose of creating 

this committee was to place our senior members in some places and also for the smooth running 

of this house. Some people they don’t want house to run properly or our senior members to get 

the position of membership and that is their own problem and is time to approve this list and if 

the minority wants to remove his members then there is procedure to do that but for now this 

motion is on the house and we need to debate and approved it. Thank you 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable member of Hulugho. 

Hon Adow:  Thank you Mr. Speaker. In the name of Allah the most merciful, the creator and the 

provider and his mercy and blessing be upon to his apostle massager and those who believe in 

the day of judgement and before I continue anything I wanted your attention Mr. Speaker and I 

need to start by saying honorable quotes from British man Wilson Churchill who said my most 

brilliant achievement was my ability to enable to convince my wife to marry me so Mr. Speaker 
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with this concept of my mind I can able to convince my mind to support this idea and that is the 

only ability I can do in this situation. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Now we understand categorically that you support it… 

Hon Adow: They also said that in a war you can be only killed once but in political war you will 

die many times and continue living and that is a great philosopher Witson Churchill and 

whatever has transpired but before I seat down we need an extra ordinary mind to support this 

idea. Thank you  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable member of Liboi 

Hon Hussein Mohamed: Thank you Mr Speaker for giving this opportunity and I want to stand 

and support the list on the floor of this house. It’s very unfortunate and very shameful a senior 

member of this house and is not something we can listen .If the minority in charge of this house 

is very sincere he could convince his members who are very close to him and is not fair at all . 

The Minority Leader has all the power and time to call for a meeting and convince his members 

and we cannot continue fighting in this house every day and now and people of Garissa are 

waiting for our leadership. I really condemn what a member of Dadaab did and it is wrong and 

this house needs to take direction and for those few remarks I support the list. Thank you. 

Hon.Deputy Speaker: Thank you honorable member the moods of this house is very clear on 

how to deal with such members however I want to give to honorable member for Dertu.  

Hon Osman Hussein: Mr. Speaker I want to support the motion and by judging by the mood of 

the house I would like to ask the Speaker to put the question  

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Thank you but before I put the question I want to give the last 

opportunity to the minority leader. 

Hon Mohamed Ali: Thank you Mr. Speaker and I can see something that have portray here  and 

what I talking and  let us be sincere there is rules  and rules are rules and Mr. Speaker I said 

clearly and I have never raised  any membership of the party in this list and if someone thought 
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that am against the formation of the committee and that is the revert of the conformation of this 

committee and if somebody has the interest of heart of the membership and is me and you will 

see it and we have many breaking issues and I said a leader is the one who forgive and it 

happened and it will happened again and I can see member are very eager waiting for what I will 

say. The majority leader Hon Osman Mahat what you have done to me and for the sake of 

interest of this house and I would forgive you. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Honorable Minority leader you address the speaker as you forgive your 

colleagues kindly. Go ahead  

Hon Mohamed Ali:  I have no issues and grudge with the honorable majority leader and is 

someone I respect in this leadership of this house and I sense something burning within my boss 

and we need to address that issues sincerely speaking from where is stand something won’t 

happen and from my leadership in the name of Allah I have not placed any members in this list 

and moving forward and what I was against the illegality in this house and I urge the member to 

approve this committee. 

Hon. Deputy Speaker: Thank you and from the note of Minority leader is very clear and before 

I move on and put the question I need this house to understand very clearly that if you do any 

mistake in this house and the rules and procedure in this house guides us and what honorable 

Kasim did was actually disgusting and the rule is very clear and on the first occasion of the 

remainder if that day seating and that member is suspended and what he did he is going to fulfill the 

privileges for this session today and I guide the table office to take guide on that and for honorable 

Mohamed abdi farah who did this on second occasion and the rules are very clear on the second 

occasion or subsequent occasion  during the same seating   which is the second session of this Assembly 

for a maximum of three sitings three sitting days including the day of suspension so honorable member 

for Dadaab stays suspended for three days including today. Three sittings including today and he forfeit 

his privileges during suspension. Honorable members I want to move on to the question but this house 

approves the names as proposed by the honorable members for implementation committee 

1. HON MOHAMED ABDI FARAH  
2. HON SHINDES MOHAMUD MOHAMED 
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3. HON HUSSSEIN AHMED BASHIR 
4. HON GEDI ADOW  
5. HON MOHAMED ADEN 
6. HON ABAILE ADEN 
7. HON MARYAM MOHAMED 
8. HON MOHAMEDWELI GHUHAT  
9. HON FATUMA ABDI SANWEYNE 
10. HON SULEIMAN MOHAMED 
11. HON MOHAMED GABOW KHARBAT 
12. HON HUSSIEN MOHAMED DAGANE 
13. HON HALIMA HUSSIEN GURE  

 

COHESION AND INTEGRATION 

1.HON ALI ABDULLAHI NURIYE 

2.HON DAUD ADEN 

3. HON ISSA ADEN ABDI 

4. HON ABUBAKAR M SHIDE  

5. HON MAHAT OSMAN  

6. HON ASLI IBRAHIM 

7. HON GINI DAKANE 

8. HON IRSHAD HILOWLE 

9. HON ABDIRAHMAN MOHAMED IDIRIS 

10. HON FATUMA SHIDE MOHAMED 

11. HON FARAH MAOW BARE 

12. HON QUEEN TERESA  
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13. HON DIRIYE BARE  

DELAGATED COUNTY LEGISLATION 

1. HON KASSIM DAKANE 
2. HON SUMEYA MUBARAK 
3. HON HUSSEIN MOHAMED  
4. HON HUSSSEIN BORLE  
5. HON ABUBAKAR M SHIDE  
6. HON OSMAN HUSSEIN ABDI 
7. HON AYAN WEYRAH 
8. HON RUKIA MOHAMED  
9. HON MOHAMUD OMAR 
10. HON SHINDES MOHAMUD  
11. HON DIRIYE BARE 
12. HON ABDIRIZACK ISMAIL 
13. HON FARAH MAOW  

 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATION 

1. HON HALANE HAYE  
2. ISSA ADEN ABDI 
3. HON SUMEYA MUBARAK  
4. HON MOHAMUD ABASS BULALE 
5. HON HABIBA ABDI AHMED 
6. HON MOHAMED ADEN YAROW 
7. HON ABDULLAHI M BUDUL 
8. HON DAUD ADEN DABAR 
9. HON FARAH MAOW BARE 
10. HON FATUMA BULE HOROR 
11. HON HUSSEIN AHMED BASHIR 
12. HON GEDI ADOW 
13. HON YUSSUF OMAR  

  (The question is put and agreed upon) 

Next order of business  

Table office : adjournment  
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